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:: (trait theory)(trait theory)

(behavioral theory)(behavioral theory)

(contingency theory)(contingency theory)

(transformational leadership)(transformational leadership)
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Hambrick and Mason

(Cannella and Monroe, 1997)
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Strategic leadership is defined as a Strategic leadership is defined as a 
person’s ability to anticipate , envision , person’s ability to anticipate , envision , 
maintain , flexibility , think strategically , maintain , flexibility , think strategically , 
and work with others to initiate changes and work with others to initiate changes 
that will create a viable future for the that will create a viable future for the 
organization.organization.
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American Express:American Express:
Always Creative: Always Creative: 

Create different cards for different needs, Create different cards for different needs, 
it’s a way for their marketing.it’s a way for their marketing.
First one with reward.First one with reward.
Understand customers’ needs.Understand customers’ needs.
Baby Boom:Baby Boom:
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WhatWhat are Strategies?are Strategies?



Strategies are broad, directional Strategies are broad, directional 
statements of purpose. They tell company statements of purpose. They tell company 
what it wants to do and where it wants to what it wants to do and where it wants to 
be : they are the company’s market be : they are the company’s market 
guides.guides.
Increasing sales, introducing and Increasing sales, introducing and 
repositioning products, entering and repositioning products, entering and 
discovering new consumer segments, and discovering new consumer segments, and 
overcoming consumer objections are all overcoming consumer objections are all 
strategies that the company’s concerted strategies that the company’s concerted 
efforts strive too reach.efforts strive too reach.



AA strategy is often difficult to develop.strategy is often difficult to develop.
Most people write strategies that are too Most people write strategies that are too 

specific and insufficient as a directional specific and insufficient as a directional 
statement. Strategies are guides for the statement. Strategies are guides for the 
marketing process and reflect the policies marketing process and reflect the policies 
of the company, not procedures. of the company, not procedures. 

Plan are procedures and should not be Plan are procedures and should not be 
devised until strategies are well devised until strategies are well 
developed. Conversely, strategies should developed. Conversely, strategies should 
not contain the operational, detailed not contain the operational, detailed 
information found in the plans.information found in the plans.



The best The best wayway to understand strategies to understand strategies 
is to see an example. is to see an example. 



Student Background FormStudent Background Form

Name:                             Team(Instructor’s Use):Name:                             Team(Instructor’s Use):
Classification Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Classification Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Graduate:Graduate:
Major :  Marketing Other Business OtherMajor :  Marketing Other Business Other
Residence On Campus  Far from CampusResidence On Campus  Far from Campus
Employment None   :PartEmployment None   :Part--Time     FullTime     Full--TimeTime
Are Most f Your Classes   :Day   NightAre Most f Your Classes   :Day   Night
Consumer Behavior Consumer Behavior 
PsychologyPsychology



Business Report WritingBusiness Report Writing
Principles of MarketingPrinciples of Marketing
Marketing StrategyMarketing Strategy
Information Systems/Management ScienceInformation Systems/Management Science
At least one semester of StatisticsAt least one semester of Statistics
OtherOther
OtherOther
Computer SkillsComputer Skills
Word ProcessingWord Processing
SpreadsheetsSpreadsheets
Have you used a personal computer and modem to Have you used a personal computer and modem to 
communicate with campus computers?communicate with campus computers?
Have you completed a major business project in any Have you completed a major business project in any 
other course?other course?
Other Information Desired by Information Desired by Other Information Desired by Information Desired by 
the Instructor:the Instructor:



YOUR PERSONAL PLANYOUR PERSONAL PLAN
You should have a plan for graduating and You should have a plan for graduating and 

beginning a career. Use the form below to beginning a career. Use the form below to 
begin your personal plan.begin your personal plan.

I. Goals and Objectives I. Goals and Objectives 
I will graduate byI will graduate by
Special skills that you will develop before Special skills that you will develop before 
graduation, e.g., computer graphics, business graduation, e.g., computer graphics, business 
writing, interviewing skills, etc.writing, interviewing skills, etc.
Describe, in detail, what your life will be five Describe, in detail, what your life will be five 
years after graduation your job, Salary, years after graduation your job, Salary, 
location, family status, etc.location, family status, etc.



II. PlansII. Plans
List the course you still need to take in order to graduate, the List the course you still need to take in order to graduate, the 
semester in which you will take them, and the grade you intend to semester in which you will take them, and the grade you intend to 
receive in each. USE A SEPARATE FOR ADDITIONAL ROOM IF receive in each. USE A SEPARATE FOR ADDITIONAL ROOM IF 
NECESSARY.NECESSARY.
Course Title   Semester GradeCourse Title   Semester Grade
Describe some of the specific steps that you will take to achieve Describe some of the specific steps that you will take to achieve 
your five year goals. For example, if you want to make $your five year goals. For example, if you want to make $4040,,000 000 per per 
year, what steps will you take to achieve this? Be both specific and year, what steps will you take to achieve this? Be both specific and 
brief.  USE A SEPARATE SHEET FOR ADDITIONAL ROOM IF brief.  USE A SEPARATE SHEET FOR ADDITIONAL ROOM IF 
NECESSARY.NECESSARY.

III. EvaluationIII. Evaluation
Now, evaluate your current progress toward your goals. Is it Now, evaluate your current progress toward your goals. Is it 

Poor   Satisfactory     ExcellentPoor   Satisfactory     Excellent
Also , provide a brief assessment of the objectives themselves. Do Also , provide a brief assessment of the objectives themselves. Do 
you feel that they are realistic and attainable?you feel that they are realistic and attainable?
Can you easily reach them or will they be very difficult to attain?Can you easily reach them or will they be very difficult to attain?



GROUP INFORMATION SHEETGROUP INFORMATION SHEET

YOUR NAME:                                  Team:YOUR NAME:                                  Team:
MEETING TIMES:MEETING TIMES:
Regular MeetingRegular Meeting
Alternate#Alternate#11
Alternate#Alternate#22
GROUP COMPOSITIONGROUP COMPOSITION
TEAM MEMBER:                             PHONE:TEAM MEMBER:                             PHONE:
SPECIAL SKILLS:SPECIAL SKILLS:



Client Interview formClient Interview form

Name Of FirmName Of Firm
Address Address 
Contract   PhoneContract   Phone
General Information:General Information:
Years in operation and background:Years in operation and background:
Major products, product line, or services:Major products, product line, or services:
Customers:Customers:
Geographical distribution:Geographical distribution:



Client Interview form Cont..Client Interview form Cont..
Descriptive CharacteristicsDescriptive Characteristics

( Age,Sex,Income,Occupation,Marital Status, etc.):( Age,Sex,Income,Occupation,Marital Status, etc.):

Do you have customer groups that differ significantly from Do you have customer groups that differ significantly from 
each other? If so, how?each other? If so, how?

Are there customer groups you think you should be reaching Are there customer groups you think you should be reaching 
but aren’t ? If so, What do you think is the reason they aren’t but aren’t ? If so, What do you think is the reason they aren’t 
being reached?being reached?

Are all of your potential customer groups sufficiently aware of Are all of your potential customer groups sufficiently aware of 
your product or service? If yes, why do you do think that? If your product or service? If yes, why do you do think that? If 
not, why not?not, why not?



Client Interview form Cont…Client Interview form Cont…
Competition:Competition:

Who do you believe to be your major competitor(s) and is (are) the Who do you believe to be your major competitor(s) and is (are) the 
particular strength(s) of each?particular strength(s) of each?
Competitor   Major StrengthsCompetitor   Major Strengths

Pricing:Pricing:
How important is pricing in maintaining your competitive position?How important is pricing in maintaining your competitive position?
How are your prices compared to your competitor(s)?How are your prices compared to your competitor(s)?
How do you set your prices changes?How do you set your prices changes?

Advertising:Advertising:
How important is advertising in maintaining your competitive position?How important is advertising in maintaining your competitive position?
What does your advertising say?What does your advertising say?
How much (or how often) do you advertise?How much (or how often) do you advertise?
Where do your advertise?Where do your advertise?
Do your competitors advertise more or less than you do ?Do your competitors advertise more or less than you do ?
Do you think their advertising  is effective?Do you think their advertising  is effective?



Client Interview form Cont…Client Interview form Cont…
Sales Promotion:Sales Promotion:
Are sales , special prices, coupons or other promotional items important to Are sales , special prices, coupons or other promotional items important to 
the success of your business?the success of your business?
Which kinds do you and your competitors use?Which kinds do you and your competitors use?

Do you use these methods to attract new customers or to build loyalty Do you use these methods to attract new customers or to build loyalty 
among existing customers?among existing customers?

Distribution or Location:Distribution or Location:

How important is distribution or location in maintaining your competitive How important is distribution or location in maintaining your competitive 
position?position?

How  is your location compared  to your competitors?How  is your location compared  to your competitors?

Personal selling and customer service:Personal selling and customer service:
How important is  personal and/or customer service in maintaining your  How important is  personal and/or customer service in maintaining your  
competitive position ?competitive position ?
How is your sales staff compared to your competitor(s)?How is your sales staff compared to your competitor(s)?



Client Interview form Cont..Client Interview form Cont..
Major Decisions:Major Decisions:
Are there major decisions in any area of your Are there major decisions in any area of your 
business that you are contemplating within business that you are contemplating within 
the next year?the next year?

Decision #Decision #11:#:#22: …: …
Major alternatives:Major alternatives:
Greatest uncertainty about alternatives:Greatest uncertainty about alternatives:
What would you like to know that would help What would you like to know that would help 
reduce this uncertainty?reduce this uncertainty?
OTHER INFORMATIONOTHER INFORMATION



PEER EVALUATIONPEER EVALUATION

The purpose of this is to allow you to evaluate the The purpose of this is to allow you to evaluate the 
relative contribution of your group to the project you relative contribution of your group to the project you 
have performed. Your instructor may ask you to assign have performed. Your instructor may ask you to assign 
a score to the overall contribution of each team a score to the overall contribution of each team 
member, or she/he may ask you to evaluate individual member, or she/he may ask you to evaluate individual 
areas as well as the overall contribution. I n making areas as well as the overall contribution. I n making 
your evaluation, you should divide your evaluation, you should divide 100 100 points among points among 
the members of the group, other than Thus, the total in the members of the group, other than Thus, the total in 
each column should be each column should be 100100. You will not evaluate . You will not evaluate 
yourself. However, you may use the “Comments” yourself. However, you may use the “Comments” 
space at the bottom of the form, as well as the back, to space at the bottom of the form, as well as the back, to 
mention specific aspects of your performance, or to mention specific aspects of your performance, or to 
provide written comments about the team members.provide written comments about the team members.





Price/Contribution AnalysisPrice/Contribution Analysis

In the spaces below, list each product that is offered by your In the spaces below, list each product that is offered by your 
client. Next to it, list the total variable costs for that product. If client. Next to it, list the total variable costs for that product. If 
you are unable to determine the exact variable cost, make an you are unable to determine the exact variable cost, make an 
estimate. Your client may be hesitant to share some of this estimate. Your client may be hesitant to share some of this 
information with you, Copy this form for more room.information with you, Copy this form for more room.
Product   Selling PriceProduct   Selling Price
Variable Cost ( Type  and Dollar Value)Variable Cost ( Type  and Dollar Value)
Contribution MarginContribution Margin
Now, use the information above to calculate the total Now, use the information above to calculate the total 
contribution margin for this company. For consistency, choose contribution margin for this company. For consistency, choose 
the same sales period for each product. For example, the same sales period for each product. For example, 
calculate the number of units sold for a certain week, month, calculate the number of units sold for a certain week, month, 
etc.etc.
Sales Mix CalculationSales Mix Calculation
Sales Period    to Sales Period    to 



ProductProduct
Unit contribution MarginUnit contribution Margin
Number Sold Number Sold 
Total Contribution MarginTotal Contribution Margin
TotalTotal



Analyzing Promotional Analyzing Promotional 
EffectivenessEffectiveness

Use the form below to rate the Use the form below to rate the 
effectiveness of each promotion. Copy this effectiveness of each promotion. Copy this 
form for more room. If you have some form for more room. If you have some 
calculations to reinforce your evaluation, calculations to reinforce your evaluation, 
attach them to this form.attach them to this form.
Promotion    Calculations Attached?  Promotion    Calculations Attached?  
Success Rating (Poor>>>Good)Success Rating (Poor>>>Good)



Analyzing Your CompetitionAnalyzing Your Competition

Use this as a guide for analyzing the competition. Use this as a guide for analyzing the competition. 
Copy this from if you need more room.Copy this from if you need more room.
Competitor:Competitor:
Address:Address:
Organization:Organization:
Parent company: Parent company: 
Subsidiaries:Subsidiaries:
Marketing Director:Marketing Director:
His/HerHis/Her experience:experience:
Description of sale organization:Description of sale organization:



Product name and description:Product name and description:
Sales changes in the product:Sales changes in the product:
Price structures:Price structures:
Distribution:Distribution:
Type of promotions and probable costs:Type of promotions and probable costs:
Description of the market segments the completion serves:Description of the market segments the completion serves:
Most outstanding benefits the product offers these segments:Most outstanding benefits the product offers these segments:

Weaknesses of the product in relation to these segments:Weaknesses of the product in relation to these segments:
How their product compares with yours:How their product compares with yours:
Where is this competitor on the Benefit/Segment Matrix?Where is this competitor on the Benefit/Segment Matrix?
Major strategy for competing with this product:Major strategy for competing with this product:



Segmenting The marketSegmenting The market

Carefully  write in all information gathered on each segment, Be specific. Carefully  write in all information gathered on each segment, Be specific. 
You may wish to make copies of this form for extra room.You may wish to make copies of this form for extra room.
Primary segment:Primary segment:
Demographic variables common to this segment:Demographic variables common to this segment:
Geographic origins:Geographic origins:
UsageUsage--rate and other usage features:rate and other usage features:
Secondary segment:Secondary segment:
Demographic variables common to this segment:Demographic variables common to this segment:
Geographic origins:Geographic origins:
UsageUsage--rate and other usage features:rate and other usage features:
Tertiary segment:Tertiary segment:
Demographic variables common to this segment:Demographic variables common to this segment:
Geographic origins:Geographic origins:
UsageUsage--rate and other usage features:rate and other usage features:



Predicting Market Growth or Predicting Market Growth or 
DeclineDecline

Use the following list as a log for Use the following list as a log for 
cataloging the information that you hope to cataloging the information that you hope to 
acquire. Make copies of this form for more acquire. Make copies of this form for more 
room.room.
Market SegmentMarket Segment
Type of Information Needed to Predict Type of Information Needed to Predict 
Growth or Decline     Source of InformationGrowth or Decline     Source of Information



The market environmentThe market environment

Use the spaces below to carefully analyze Use the spaces below to carefully analyze 
the environmental variables that affect the environmental variables that affect 
your client. Start with the most obvious your client. Start with the most obvious 
conditions first and then proceed to the conditions first and then proceed to the 
more subtle variables. After listing each more subtle variables. After listing each 
environmental influence, list the environmental influence, list the 
opportunities or challenges that each opportunities or challenges that each 
presents. Make copies of this form if you presents. Make copies of this form if you 
need more room.need more room.
LegalLegal



LegalLegal
PoliticalPolitical
TechnologicalTechnological
SocialSocial
EconomicEconomic

VariableVariable
Opportunity/ChallengeOpportunity/Challenge



The marketing Strategy GridThe marketing Strategy Grid

On  the grid below , place your client’s On  the grid below , place your client’s 
company and the Competition. Then, list company and the Competition. Then, list 
the reasons for your decision.the reasons for your decision.

Market 
Demand

Benefits Strong Moderat
e

Weak

Full 1 2 3
Medium 4 5 6
Limited 7 8 9



The Marketing information SystemThe Marketing information System

Use the forms that are contained in this Appendix to Use the forms that are contained in this Appendix to 
define your client’s MIS.define your client’s MIS.
Information needs and likely sources for that Information needs and likely sources for that 
information:information:
Information Category Information Category 
Current CustomerCurrent Customer
General CustomerGeneral Customer
CompletiveCompletive
EnvironmentalEnvironmental
Marketing EfficiencyMarketing Efficiency
Others:Others:



Information Needed:Information Needed:

Who Needs It?Who Needs It?
Why do people need this information?Why do people need this information?
Where can it be found?Where can it be found?

SourceSource11))
Source Source 22))

Who is responsible for compiling it?Who is responsible for compiling it?
When is it due?When is it due?
How should it be presented? (Circle one)How should it be presented? (Circle one)
Graph or ChartGraph or Chart
ReportReport
FormForm
ON its ownON its own
When should the data be reported?When should the data be reported?



Writing your StrategyWriting your Strategy

Write your major strategy statement. Write your major strategy statement. 
Including all five parts discussed in An Including all five parts discussed in An 
Example of a Strategy. Be brief and Example of a Strategy. Be brief and 
realistic. You can further develop your realistic. You can further develop your 
strategy later. You may wish to make strategy later. You may wish to make 
copies of form for future use.copies of form for future use.



Setting ObjectivesSetting Objectives

In the spaces below, establish some objectives for your company. Use this In the spaces below, establish some objectives for your company. Use this 
opportunity to demonstrate that  each objective meets the three criteria : opportunity to demonstrate that  each objective meets the three criteria : 
Measurable, Attainable, and Timely. Make copies of this form if you need Measurable, Attainable, and Timely. Make copies of this form if you need 
more room.more room.
Measurable Goals that are quantitative are measurable. Make sure notes Measurable Goals that are quantitative are measurable. Make sure notes 
about the types of measures used and where the information can be found.about the types of measures used and where the information can be found.
Attainable. Use some of the Math of Marketing that you will learn from Attainable. Use some of the Math of Marketing that you will learn from 
Chapter Nine of this to demonstrate the ability to reach the objective.Chapter Nine of this to demonstrate the ability to reach the objective.
Timely If a goal has a time limit on it is timely. The system used below will Timely If a goal has a time limit on it is timely. The system used below will 
require a time frame. It is not necessary to rerequire a time frame. It is not necessary to re--justify timeliness.justify timeliness.
ObjectivesObjectives
ShortShort--term (within term (within 6 6 months)months)

Objective:Objective:
Demonstrate ability to attain: Demonstrate ability to attain: 



Writing The Basic Selling IdeaWriting The Basic Selling Idea

Step Step 11. Assessing User Needs. In the Benefit/Segment . Assessing User Needs. In the Benefit/Segment 
Matrix section, you examined your segments’ needs. Matrix section, you examined your segments’ needs. 
Your list of benefits should fit these needs.Your list of benefits should fit these needs.

Primary segment name:Primary segment name:
Unfulfilled needs:Unfulfilled needs:

Secondary segment name:Secondary segment name:
Unfulfilled needs:Unfulfilled needs:

Tertiary segment name:Tertiary segment name:
Unfulfilled needs:Unfulfilled needs:



Step Step 22: : Assessing Product Benefits.  Describe of your product that meet the Assessing Product Benefits.  Describe of your product that meet the 
needs of the segments. If the benefits do not needs, then something is needs of the segments. If the benefits do not needs, then something is 
wrong. Either redesign your product or redefine your segment.wrong. Either redesign your product or redefine your segment.
Write the benefits of your product in the spaces below.Write the benefits of your product in the spaces below.
Primary segment name:Primary segment name:
Benefits that needs:Benefits that needs:
Secondary segment name:Secondary segment name:
Unfulfilled needs:Unfulfilled needs:

Tertiary segment name:Tertiary segment name:
Unfulfilled needs:Unfulfilled needs:
The Language of PromotionsThe Language of Promotions
The words used in a BSI translate into advertisements. For this reason, they The words used in a BSI translate into advertisements. For this reason, they 
need to be carefully chosen. Use descriptive words that accurately translate need to be carefully chosen. Use descriptive words that accurately translate 
a feeling into an image and convey a message to be carefully chosen. Use a feeling into an image and convey a message to be carefully chosen. Use 
descriptive words that accurately translate a “filling” into “image” and convey descriptive words that accurately translate a “filling” into “image” and convey 
a message to the user.  The message should be “this product is perfect for a message to the user.  The message should be “this product is perfect for 
you”.you”.
It is different to choose the right adjectives to convey your intended It is different to choose the right adjectives to convey your intended 
message. message. 



Writing your marketing mix Writing your marketing mix 
strategiesstrategies

Make copies of this form for each of the segments Make copies of this form for each of the segments 
in your market.  Then write In the name of the in your market.  Then write In the name of the 
segment and briefly describe five strategies for segment and briefly describe five strategies for 
each marketing mix variable for that segment.each marketing mix variable for that segment.

SEGMENT NAMESEGMENT NAME
Price Strategies:Price Strategies:
Product Strategies:Product Strategies:
Promotion Strategies:Promotion Strategies:
Distribution Strategies:Distribution Strategies:



Writing Your Marketing Action PlanWriting Your Marketing Action Plan

Reread your Marketing Mix Strategies, and Reread your Marketing Mix Strategies, and 
choose one for this exercise (promotional choose one for this exercise (promotional 
strategies provide the most variety in Action strategies provide the most variety in Action 
Plan writing). Break your strategy into as Plan writing). Break your strategy into as 
many  Action  Plans as possible (one Action many  Action  Plans as possible (one Action 
Plan for each marketing idea). Name each Plan for each marketing idea). Name each 
Action Plan and list its purposes to the right. Action Plan and list its purposes to the right. 
You may wish to make copies of this form for You may wish to make copies of this form for 
future use.future use.
Action Plan:                             Purposes:Action Plan:                             Purposes:



Now select an Action Plan from those you have Now select an Action Plan from those you have 
listed. Review the eight essential ingredients listed. Review the eight essential ingredients 
described in Elements of the Action Plan to get described in Elements of the Action Plan to get 
started.started.
Action Plan Number:Action Plan Number:
Date:Date:
Title:Title:
Personal in Charge:Personal in Charge:
Qualitifications :Qualitifications :
Objective:Objective:
Plan of Action (outline in steps):Plan of Action (outline in steps):

Estimated Cost (show calculations):Estimated Cost (show calculations):
Method of Evaluation:Method of Evaluation:



A Marketing Budget FormA Marketing Budget Form



Action Plan Evaluation FormAction Plan Evaluation Form

Use this form to evaluate each success or failure of the Action Use this form to evaluate each success or failure of the Action 
Plan. Make copies of this form if you need more room.Plan. Make copies of this form if you need more room.
Plan Number Plan Number 
Plan Name Plan Name 
Person in ChargePerson in Charge
EvaluatorEvaluator
Expected Completion Date of This Action PlanExpected Completion Date of This Action Plan
Actual Completion Date of This Action PlanActual Completion Date of This Action Plan
Were They Met? (Circle One)      Yes ,    NoWere They Met? (Circle One)      Yes ,    No
Objectives of the Action PlanObjectives of the Action Plan
How was Success or Failure evaluated? State criteria and How was Success or Failure evaluated? State criteria and 
show calculationsshow calculations



Action Plan CostsAction Plan Costs
Predicted   Actual DifferencePredicted   Actual Difference
Reasons for Cost  DifferenceReasons for Cost  Difference
Overall Evaluation Of Plan (Circle One)Overall Evaluation Of Plan (Circle One)
Excellent Very ,Good ,  Average ,Poor Excellent Very ,Good ,  Average ,Poor 
,Terrible,Terrible
Signature of Evaluator  Date    Signature of Evaluator  Date    
Signature of person in ChargeSignature of person in Charge


